Mentalist Ehud Segev to Launch an Online Learning Platform for
His Fans
Ehud Segev is launching an online learning platform for his fans.
November 5, 2016 (FPRC) -- Mentalist Ehud Segev has today said that he’ll launch an exciting
online courses program for his fans. Through this platform, the mentalist will share knowledge and
insights on cryptic subjects such as body language, the innate powers of the mind, mysticism, mind
reading and more. This is fascinating news for body language enthusiasts and mentalist fanatics
from all over the world.
Ehud Segev is a globally recognized mentalist. By definition, a mentalist is a performing artist who
appears to demonstrate highly developed intuitive and mental abilities. Ehud goes by the trade
name ‘The Mentalizer’, which has been derived from the phrase Mental Analyzer.
Mr. Segev was born in the Israeli city of Safed, which for a long time has been the spiritual epicenter
of the Jewish world. While growing up, Ehud spent most of his time at the local library, reading
books on mind reading and other cryptic subjects while his peers were outside playing. At the age of
16, he featured in Israeli news for the first time. His powers to entertain, read minds, decode body
language and perform caught the attention of local audiences. By the time he was 19, he successful
predicted the outcome of a mayoral election in a local town, stunning citizens and winning national
repute.
Ever since his late teenage years, Ehud has traveled the world. He has entertained guests at parties
and corporate events in New York, London, New Delhi, and dozens of other cities. Ehud’s work has
been featured on major international TV and news platforms. He was once featured on the NBC hit
show, ‘Phenomenon’. The mentalist’s performances for U.S. service members also won him an
EB-1 classification from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.
Considered the Mentalizer’s influence and media status, the new courses will probably attract
thousands of his fans. Interested users will only need to subscribe to a form at the mentalizer’s
official website – www.mentalizer.com. Fascinating learning materials will then be dispensed on an
ongoing basis via email. According to information extracted from the Mentalizer’s representative,
Hannah Tiram, these courses will be entirely free.
“The Mentalizer is launching free online courses on interesting topics such as body language,
mentalism, mind reading and others. There has been an insatiable demand for credible information
on these subjects, and mentalist Ehud Segev has agreed to provide it for free. There will be no
special registration or payment needed from our fans. A simple subscription at our homepage will
make sure that top-quality audio, text and video content is delivered on an ongoing basis. These
courses are a great tool for anyone who is looking to gain a better understanding on the subject of
mentalism.”
Contact Information
For more information contact Hannah Tiram of Mentalizer Education (http://www.mentalizer.com/)
(866-732-3696)
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